
Step into the enchanted world of Broadway’s modern classic, Disney’s BEAUTY AND THE BEAST, an international 
sensation that has played to over 35 million people worldwide in 13 countries! Based on the treasured Disney 
film, this Tony Award®-winner stars your favorite characters Belle, Lumiere, Mrs. Potts, Cogsworth and more as 
they team up to teach the Beast the true meaning of kindness and love. Featuring remarkable costumes and 
exciting effects, the stage production is unlike anything you’ve ever seen — complete with a score of beloved 
songs including “Be Our Guest,” “Something There” and “Beauty and the Beast.” According to Good Morning 
America, “you’ll have the time of your life!”

2 hours and 30 minutes, including one 15 minute intermission

General Audiences
Please note that children under the age of 3 will not be admitted to the theater.

ABOUT

MUSICAL
NUMBERS

RUN TIME

PARENTAL
GUIDELINES

ACT I
Prologue (The Enchantress)
Belle
No Matter What
No Matter What (Reprise)
Me
Belle (Reprise)
Home 
Home (Reprise)
Gaston
Gaston (Reprise)
How Long Must This Go On?
Be Our Guest
If I Can’t Love Her

ACT II
Something There 
Human Again
Maison Des Lunes
Beauty and the Beast
If I Can’t Love Her (Reprise)
A Change in Me
The Mob Song
Transformation 
Beauty and the Beast (Reprise)
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ACT I
The show begins with a narrator telling the audience the tale of a handsome, yet spoiled young Prince. He lived 
a life of privilege and content until one night when a poor, old beggar woman arrived at his castle requesting 
shelter in return for a single red rose. Repulsed by her appearance, the Prince refused and demanded that the 
woman vanish. The beggar woman then transformed into a beautiful enchantress right before the Prince’s eyes. 
He tried to apologize, but it was too late. The enchantress placed a spell on the Prince, turning him into a hideous 
Beast. It is explained that unless he can learn to love another and earn their love in return, the Prince will remain 
a Beast forever. (“Prologue (The Enchantress)”) 

Not far from the castle, there is a quaint French village full of ordinary people living ordinary lives…except 
for the beautiful and intelligent Belle. Belle’s only interest in the town is the library where she borrows books 
constantly. The villagers gossip about Belle, admiring her beauty, but agreeing that she is strange. (“Belle”) 
Meanwhile, Gaston is planning to marry Belle because she is the most beautiful girl in town and “that makes her 
the best.” Belle, however, has no interest in marrying a man such as Gaston and heads home to see her father.

SYNOPSIS
(CONTAINS SPOILERS)

BELLE – A beautiful and kind-hearted bookworm, eager to experience life beyond her ordinary town

BEAST - A handsome yet hot-tempered Prince who was transformed into a terrifying beast for his lack of compassion

GASTON - A narcissistic, hyper-masculine hunter determined to marry Belle

LEFOU - Gaston’s clumsy, energetic sidekick

LUMIERE - A suave and loyal servant turned enchanted candelabra

COGSWORTH - A tightly-wound, enchanted mantle clock and the head of the Beast’s household

MRS. POTTS - A warm-hearted, maternal enchanted teapot

BABETTE - A saucy, enchanted feather-duster; the object of Lumiere’s affection

MAURICE - Belle’s loving, eccentric father 

CHARACTERS
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SYNOPSIS
(CONT.)

Belle finds her father, Maurice, working on another one of his wacky inventions and wonders if the townspeople 
are right about them being odd. Maurice tells Belle not to worry what others think because they have each other 
and that is enough. (“No Matter What”) Belle gives her father a scarf and wishes him luck as he heads off to 
the fair with his contraption. As Maurice ventures deeper into the forest, the path becomes dark and he starts to 
lose his way. (“No Matter What – Reprise”) Suddenly, a pack of vicious wolves appear. Maurice runs for safety, 
leaving his invention and scarf behind. He arrives at an old castle and pounds on the door for refuge. 

Once inside, Maurice is amazed to discover that the whole castle is inhabited by enchanted objects. The spell 
that transformed the Prince also transformed the castle’s servants. Lumiere, Cogsworth and Mrs. Potts try to 
make Maurice feel more comfortable while also attempting to hide him from their master. The Beast then bursts 
into the room, roaring at Maurice for intruding. Maurice desperately tries to explain himself, but the Beast 
disregards him and throws the old man into his dungeon. 

Back in the village, Gaston prepares to propose to his lucky bride. He narcissistically enlightens Belle on what 
their married life could be like. (“Me”) When Belle rejects his proposal, Gaston is humiliated and becomes more 
determined than ever to win her affection. (“Belle (Reprise)”)

When Belle sees Gaston’s sidekick, LeFou, emerge from the woods wearing Maurice’s scarf, she realizes that 
something is wrong and runs into the forest to find her father. Searching frantically, she happens upon the same 
castle in the woods. She soon discovers that her father has been imprisoned by the Beast and pleads with him to 
let her father free and hold her captive instead. The Beast agrees and Maurice is sent away without the chance 
to say goodbye. Belle is guided to a guest room and is ordered to join the Beast for dinner. She misses her father 
and longs to return home. Mrs. Potts and Madame de la Grande Bouche attempt to cheer her up. (“Home/Home 
(Reprise)”)

At a local tavern back in the village, LeFou and the villagers praise Gaston. (“Gaston”) Suddenly, Maurice bursts 
in explaining to everyone that the Beast has Belle locked away and needs help. Everyone laughs at Maurice, 
saying he is a crazy old man. Gaston formulates a plan. (“Gaston (Reprise)”)

Back at the castle, the Beast and Belle get into a shouting match because Belle refuses to join him for dinner. 
Angrily, he tells her that if she won’t eat with him, she won’t eat at all. In his private quarters, the Beast laments 
about his fate. (“How Long Must This Go On?”) Eventually, Belle becomes hungry and ventures into the kitchen. 
Despite their master’s orders, the servants treat Belle to a fabulous dinner and show. (“Be Our Guest”)

After dinner, Cogsworth and Lumiere give Belle a tour of the castle. Belle is told she is forbidden to go into the 
West Wing, but she grows curious and disobeys orders. When she comes upon a mysterious rose floating in a 
bell jar, she reaches out to touch it but the Beast stops her and accidentally shoves her. Fearing for her life, Belle 
flees from the castle. Realizing his mistake, the Beast knows he will be a monster forever if he cannot learn to 
love. (“If I Can’t Love Her”)
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SYNOPSIS
(CONT.)

ACT II
Alone in the woods, Belle is attacked by wolves but is saved by the Beast. Belle has a chance to run home and 
escape captivity, but instead decides to help the Beast who has been injured from fighting off the wolves. She 
cleans his wounds and after a brief argument, the Beast thanks her for her kindness. As a gift, the Beast gives 
Belle access to his magnificent library. Overcome with joy, Belle begins to notice a change in the Beast’s heart. 
(“Something There”) The servants begin to notice the Beast’s change in personality too and start to fantasize 
about their lives if the spell gets lifted. (“Human Again”)

Back in the village, Gaston reveals his sinister plan. He wants to send Maurice away to an asylum as a way to 
blackmail Belle into marrying him. (“Maison des Lunes”)

In the castle, the Beast and Belle attend a lovely dinner and dance together in the ballroom. (“Beauty and the 
Beast”) The Beast plans to tell Belle he loves her, but first asks Belle if she is happy there. She says yes, but 
explains that she misses her father. The Beast offers Belle his magic mirror so she can see where her father is. 
When she sees that Maurice is sick and lost in the woods, she panics and tells the Beast she must go save him. 
The Beast lets her go but is worried that he’ll never get her back. (“If I Can’t Love Her (Reprise)”)

Belle rescues her father and nurses him back to health. (“A Change in Me”) Suddenly, a mob led by Gaston 
arrives at their house to take Maurice to the asylum. In an attempt to prove that her father is not crazy, she 
shows the angry villagers the Beast through the magic mirror. The townspeople immediately fear the Beast, but 
Belle insists that he’s gentle and kind. Gaston grows jealous of the way Belle speaks of the Beast and decides he 
must take out his competition. (“Mob Song”) Belle and Maurice rush to the castle to warn the Beast, but Gaston 
and the mob beat them there.  

At the castle, the servants try to keep the mob away, but Gaston breaks through. He finds the Beast, and an epic 
battle begins on the roof of the castle. The Beast has the advantage and is about to kill Gaston, but recognizes 
the fear in his eyes and decides to spare his life. Belle emerges from the castle and is reunited with the Beast, 
and the battle has seemingly come to an end. Suddenly, Gaston lunges at the Beast, fatally stabbing him, but 
then he loses his balance and plunges to his death. 

On the balcony, Belle desperately begs the Beast not to leave her and assures him that he will live. The Beast 
passes away as Belle sobs, telling the Beast how much she loves him. This activates a magical transformation 
and, miraculously, the Beast is alive and has turned back into a human. (“Transformation”) Belle doesn’t 
recognize the man before her but looks into his eyes and sees that he is the Beast that she fell in love with. 
The servants, also transformed back into their human form, gather in the ballroom to dance with Belle and the 
Prince. (“Beauty and the Beast (Reprise)”)
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